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By the end of this lecture you will be able to:

 Understand the importance of energy in metabolism

 Describe different types of metabolic pathways, giving examples of each

 Explain the role of electron carriers in metabolism

Learning outcomes



What’s important in Metabolism?

 Energy ATP – released from some molecules, needed to build others

 Carbon skeletons – building blocks for many different types of molecules

 Reducing equivalents – electrons are released from some reactions, needed for other 

reactions: NADH, NADPH

Energy is needed by the body for: 

 Work   1/3 

 Maintaining body functions, homeostasis and metabolic integrity  2/3



Energy in food measured in kilocalories, (1 calorie = 4.184 joules):

 Protein = 4 kcal per gram

 Fat = 9 kcal per gram

 Carbohydrate = 4 kcal per gram

How can food supply an energy?

Food is broken down to release energy - Catabolism
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Energy requirement in mammals is defined by the Basal Metabolic Rate which depends on:

1- Surface area (e.g weight): 

 A short obese person has large surface area          large heat loss 

2- Age:

 Children require more energy for growth                BMR

 Muscle tissue is replaced with fat and water as you age          BMR

3- Gender:

 Women have a lower BMR than men due to: 

 Less muscle mass

 Effect of hormones on metabolism

Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) 



Metabolic Pathways

Breaking down compounds to release energy is done in steps helped by enzymes.

Different types of pathways
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 Cyclic pathways (Kreb’s cycle)

 Repeating pathways (β-oxidation)



ATP: Universal energy intermediate in all life
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AMP, ADP, and ATP



 The most common type of reaction in food breakdown is oxidation

 Oxidation is the loss of electrons 

 Reduction is the gain of electrons 

Oxidation of food molecules

The major coenzymes

coenzyme precursor functions

CoA coenzyme A pantothenate acyl transfer 

NAD nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide niacin redox

FAD flavin adenine dinucleotide vitamin B2 redox

FMN flavin mononucleotide vitamin B2 redox

PLP      pyridoxal phosphate vitamin B2 amino acid metabolism



NAD+ + 2[H]  NADH + H+

Oxidized Reduced

 NAD+ takes two electrons and one proton H+ from the molecules it is oxidizing.

 NAD+ is a critical coenzyme found in all living cells, and it's involved in hundreds 

of metabolic processes. But NAD+ levels decline with age

Coenzymes: NAD+ and NADP+

 NAD+ : Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

 NADP+ : Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate

 Both used as intermediates to carry electrons



 The nicotinamide ring can 
take the 2 electrons because 
of the electron deficient N+

 It can subsequently release
the electrons to another 
molecule

The proton is added on

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+)


